Always innovating
to refresh your
beverage business

DELIGHTS GUESTS +
DRIVES GROWTH

- Attractive Sleek New Design
  » Large 24-inch rapid response HD touchscreen
  » Contemporary countertop dispenser with smooth ice and beverage levers

- Engage guests in new ways with a digital experience
  » Intuitive user interface with all primary brands displayed on one screen
  » Dynamic video capability and over the air on-dispenser marketing programs
  » Leverage top 1/3 of the screen to display promotional content to attract users
  » Bluetooth for direct app connectivity*

- Mid-variety to reach and satisfy more guests
  » 60+ drink choices across 8 beverage categories
  » Deliver consistent drink quality with PurePour™ Technology
  » Boost is an optional equipment accessory to add Bag-in-Box products that can include alternatively sweetened beverages

ENHANCES OPERATIONS

- Reliable and secure software architecture
  » Wireless connectivity enables remote software updates, inventory management, as well as consumption and service log updates

- Reduce backroom space requirements
  » SmartPAK™ eco-friendly recyclable paper cartridge and reusable plastic tray
  » All ingredient cartridges onboard dispenser

- Know when to replace cartridges
  » Crew dashboard with ingredient fill gauges plus an accurate time remaining indicator
  » Crew mobile app for sold-out notifications*

- Self-contained ice dispensing and cooling unit eliminates the need for separate equipment

- Larger drip tray catches more ice and increased cup drop accommodates larger cup sizes

- Countertop installation minimizes site preparation required
  » Flexible installation for built in counter drains
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* Future capability.
USER FEATURES

• Integrated camera (future capability for motion sense and facial recognition)
• 24-inch, HD touchscreen
• ADA accessible interface

DIMENSIONS

• With 4” Legs, Drain Pan: W: 30.1” x D: 35.8” x H: 44.8”
• Without Legs, Without Drain Pan: W: 30.1” x D: 32.3” x H: 40.8”

WEIGHT

• 625 lb. (Fully Loaded)
• Add an additional 150-200 lbs. for top mount ice maker

CLEARANCE

• Minimum Counter Depth: Without ice maker: 28”
• Minimum Counter Depth: With ice maker: 28-32”
• Sides 2” (on both sides), Rear: 0-4” (based on ice maker requirements)
• Allow 3” of additional height for ice adapter plate

DRAINS

• 3” or larger floor drain “should” be located within three (3) feet of dispenser

ELECTRICAL

• Dispenser: 115 Volt / 20 Amp (Grounded receptacle within four (4) feet of dispenser)
• Water Booster: 115 Volt / 15 Amp (Grounded receptacle within four (4) feet of water booster)
• Never plug dispenser or water booster into a GFI protected outlet or circuit

WATER

• 1/2” dedicated copper supply line with a separate shutoff valve must be located within 6 feet of the water booster and filtration system. Shutoff should end with a 1/2” I.D. female pipe fitting or a 3/8” O.D. male flare fitting or a 3/8” compression fitting
• Ambient or cold, un-softened water
• Minimum 40 psi @ 120 (gallons per hour) per dispensing system for incoming water pressure
• If the water pressure exceeds 120 psi, use a water regulator set at 80 psi

WATER FILTRATION SYSTEM

• Water filtration systems will be required
• Water filter must meet NSF Standard 42

ICE BIN CAPACITY

• Full Bin: 200-220 lbs
Dispensable: 180-190 lbs*

*Sweater capacity may vary depending upon type and placement of bin stat control.

SWEETENERS

• HFCS – BIB located outside of dispenser on BIB rack either under counter or in backroom
• NNS – SmartPak cartridge located inside the dispenser. It sits in a reusable tray in the number one or top slot of the cartridge shelf